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May 28, 2014 
 
To the Planning Commission 
 
re: LU 14-0014A 
 
The Evergreen Neighborhood Association questions several of the proposed changes to code 
that are being submitted to the Planning Commission for approval on May 28.   
 
First, table 50.06.002-4 as described on pages 19 of Exhibit A-2 is being amended through two 
strikeouts related to the Downtown Redevelopment District (DRDD).  The text being removed 
seems to indicate that some of the modifiers are logically mutually exclusive and can't be used 
together.  Item 12 on p. 20 explains  that with the proposed changes to the table, "one applies 
all applicable modifiers shown  - DS, Transit, Pedestrian Access (PA), and DRDD except the parking 
study modifier is an alternative to all other modifiers".    The question then, is which modifiers are 
applicable. 
 
The text of the existing Parking Requirements for the DRDD, as stated in LOC 50.05.004.9, 
specifies that parking modifiers for EC are limited to the DRDD .75 modifier and the 
Development Site Size modifier of .85 for > 20,000 sq ft.; it is ambiguous as to whether or not 
the PA modifier is applicable or not because of the somewhat circular logic of the 
text for 9.a.iii.  
 
It is important to note that for the recent Wizer development application, city staff used just 
two modifiers for computing retail parking requirements (DRDD and PA) and one (DRDD) for 
residential parking.   Therefore, depending on how the modified table and the existing text of 
 LOC 50.05.004.9  are interpreted, it would appear that parking modifiers for the DRDD are 
being expanded.  Because the number of parking spaces required by new developments is an 
important issue and further ambiguity results from the proposed changes, we ask that the 
Planning Commission not approve the proposed changes to Table 50.06.002-4.    
 
A second item of concern is Item 6 on p. 3.  In this amendment of code 50.65.025.4.a, the word 
"may" (discretionary) is being changed to "shall" (mandatory) relative to the allowance of a 
fourth story in the DRDD.  A fourth story would now unequivocally be allowed under almost 
any circumstance; for example, one condition that would allow the additional story would be if  
the 'fourth story design elements create visual interest'.  This one-word change, from 'may' to 
'shall' could effectively negate the intent of the UDP that visions our downtown as a random 
village style with a mix of two, three, and four stories and our city code that  interprets "village 
character"  as a community of small-scale structures.  Although this change is being requested 
because of a 'clerical error', we believe the code should remain as currently written.   
 
Submitted by Coordinating Committee and Officers of the Evergreen Neighborhood 
Association 
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